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In this issue, I report on my experience being on 

Rannoch Adventure’s ROXY Expedition’s inaugural 

Great Scottish Odyssey row which involves rowing, wild 

camping, island hopping and a taste of Ocean Rowing.  

We also feature some ultra-endurance indoor/machine 

rowing with experiences, and tips for endurance indoor 

rowing.  

If there’s anything you would like The Wave Rowing to 

feature or to provide feedback, suggestions, please 

email rowing@thewaverowing.com we’d love to hear 

from you! Feel free to share The Wave Rowing to help 

raise awareness and promote your sport. 

Enjoy the issue! 

 

 

 

  

Craig Chaulk 

Founder & Editor 

The Wave – The Coastal & Offshore Rowing Magazine 
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Your free rowing e-magazine - run by coastal rowers for coastal rowers. 

All money raised goes towards the running cost of the website and e-magazine production including 

materials to help in the production of providing content and promotion of The Wave – The Coastal & 

Offshore Rowing Magazine (The Wave Rowing); money beyond the running cost will then go back to the 

sport through sponsorship and/or grants.  

Welcome to Issue #8 of The Wave – the Coastal and 

Offshore Magazine. 

 

Summer has arrived, the oars are swinging, and clubs 

are getting back to some form of normality. Events are 

happening and we are meeting familiar faces we 

haven’t seen for more than a year!  Due to the 

pandemic, social events do seem to be more apparent 

bringing some rower and even clubs together which is 

great to see.  

 

Behind the scenes, we have been busy. In the past 

month myself, and my fiancé Ania have moved into our 

first house, there’s a baby due any day now, and to add 

to the mix (and stress), I have managed to find time to 

produce this issue of The Wave Rowing… I’ll see it as 

training for the sleepless nights.  
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8 reasons why Rannoch Adventure is THE Go-To Ocean Rowing Company 

 

“Our world is everything to do with ocean rowing” 

1. Experience: Charlie Pitcher is the man at the helm of Rannoch Adventure – he has rowed solo across the Atlantic twice, 

winning the Trans-Atlantic Race in 2009 and setting the solo world record in 2013. He has rowed around Great Britain as 

part of a team and has rowed the North Sea solo from Dover to John o’Groats. Building is his trade, boats are his passion. 

He knows every facet of this business inside out. 
 

2. Expertise: We have built more than 85 ocean rowing boats over the past 10 years - more than any other boat builder 

globally. This year, Rannoch has been involved in the building and shipping of 90% of the entire TWAC 2020 fleet. Our 

production manager, Mike, and electrician, Gary, have over 80 years of professional experience between them. We know 

every facet of this business inside out! 

3. Customer service: Our professional, skilled, knowledgeable team prides itself on its friendly and individual approach to 

every customer requirement. 

4. Focus: We pride ourselves on being the only rowing business out there that is run by rowers and short-handed sailors and 

put our entire focus on rowing. 

5. Safety: We have an envious 100% record for safety and reliability for all boats we have been involved with on the oceans. 

6. Support from beginning to end: From the moment you enquire about wanting to row an ocean, you will receive Rannoch’s 

full support. From your initial discussion with Charlie about what it takes to be an ocean rower right through to advising on 

your boat specification, providing training (physical, sea survival, navigation, first aid), supplying parts and equipment for 

your trip, shipping your boat to the start of your adventure, and selling your boat at the end – we can do it all.  

7. World records: We have been involved in a world record in every ocean and every race. Last year Rannoch rowers 

collected a massive 12 records in the latest Guinness World Records Book 2020!  

8. Adventure: We run an extensive programme of professionally organised and professionally skippered expeditions in our 

new 12 person ocean rowing boat, Roxy. This is your chance to participate in this growing adventure sport without the 

hassle of securing your own funding or pulling together a full team. 

www.rannochadventure.com 
 

Want to know more or to book a place? Contact us… 
 

Tel: +44 (0)1621 782 127  Email: info@rannochadventure.com 
 

Rannoch Adventure Ltd, Unit 8, Dammerwick Business Farm, Marsh Road, Burnham-on-Crouch, Essex, CM0 8NB, United Kingdom 
 

© ALL IMAGES & LOGOS COPYRIGHT OF RANNOCH ADVENTURE LTD 2021 
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Click the relevant rowing governing body logo below  

Please follow their latest advice and guidance. 

Stay Safe ~ Stay Alert ~ Enjoy Rowing 

Email us your news, stories, event, achievement; 

Or to advertise in The Wave Rowing 

rowing@thewaverowing.com 

The Wave Rowing is a not-for-profit magazine - run by coastal rowers for coastal rowers.  

All money goes towards the running cost of the website and e-magazine production including materials to help in the production of 

providing content and promotion of The Wave – The Coastal & Offshore Rowing Magazine (The Wave Rowing); money beyond the 

running cost will then go back to the sport through sponsorship and/or grants. 

Official Partners 
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British Rowing Offshore Championships & Beach Sprints 

 The British Rowing Offshore Championships and 

Beach Sprints were held over the three days from July 

16 to July 18th, 2021 on a sun-kissed Exmouth beach. 

Situated next to the bathing area in grabbing the 

attention from the beach goers who couldn’t miss it as 

they walked by, and providing some entertainment 

those on the beach close to the action. 

 

The sea conditions were relative flat but that didn’t 

mean it was easy for racing. The sea and shifting sands 

effectively makes Exmouth become one large rip tide 

during the ebb along the sea front and out to sea. This 

meant the rowers on the endurance 6km and 4km 

events had to battle against the outgoing tide with the 

second half of the course in the navigational channel. 

So, not only was ones rowing ability tested, but the 

ability in reading the water for the most efficient course 

possible could decide on your fate; combine this with 

being a summers day on one of the hottest weekends, 

there was a large increase in boat traffic - another 

obstacle for the rowers who had to endure the wash 

from passing boats sometimes just metres away! 

 

Albeit the pandemic may have influence participation 

numbers, there was a good display of clubs and a 

variety of boats on display to help demonstrate how the 

sport is progressing from Swift Racing, Kanguha, 

Liteboat, Rushworth Racing, to name a few.  
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This was a qualification for the World Rowing Coastal 

Championships and Beach Sprint Finals in Oeiras, 

Portugal this September. 

 

The racing started with the endurance events. With just 

under 60 crews taking to the endurance course of four 

kilometres for heats, then six for finals. The Sunday 

was the stage for the beach sprints with some 

entertaining tight finishes for the crowds intrigued at 

this new form of the sport of rowing set to the 

soundtrack of the DJ playing summer hits to get you in 

the mood.  

 

The British Rowing Offshore Championships will return 

next summer before the excitement of the World 

Rowing Coastal Championships and Beach Sprint 

Finals - with both events being held in Saundersfoot, 

Wales.  

 

To view the 2021 results, please click on the below: 

 

 
British Rowing Offshore Championships 16-17 July 

 

 

British Rowing Beach Sprints 18 July 
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MAKE A SPLASH & ADVERTISE IN THE WAVE ROWING 

Feature in the e-magazine &/or on our website 

Email us:   rowing@thewaverowing.com 

The Wave Rowing is a not-for-profit magazine - run by coastal rowers for coastal rowers.  

All money goes towards the running cost of the website and e-magazine production including materials to 

help in the production of providing content and promotion of The Wave – The Coastal & Offshore Rowing 

Magazine (The Wave Rowing); money beyond the running cost will then go back to the sport through 

sponsorship and/or grants. 

Official Partners 

 

Are you looking for an adventure like no other? 

 

Rowing – Wild Camping – A taste of Ocean Rowing – Island hopping 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The Wave Rowing was onboard ROXY Expeditions inaugural five-day  

A Great Scottish Odyssey expedition. 
 

Read our report on page 16 

EXPEDITIONS 
GREAT SCOTTISH ODYSSEY 
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     oastal rowing returned to Ireland with a bang this 

summer. With two events held last year in September, 

things were looking gloomy for this year as all early 

events were cancelled. The first chance of action was 

pencilled for June 26th in Rosscarbery. 

 

Training had only resumed a few weeks previously and 

numbers were restricted to a max of 100 at any sporting 

event. The event was run as a time trial format with a 

2km course. A very well organised and well ran event 

ensued which was a credit to the host club and 

everyone attending was just delighted to be back 

rowing and back competing. July brought more promise 

with the lifting of more of the restrictions and now 200 

people were allowed to attend. 

 

July 24th was the date chosen for Irelands first ever 

beach sprints. This event was hosted by Portmagee 

rowing club El Nino and held on Ballinskelligs beach in 

the morning. The club also ran a full endurance event 

in the afternoon catering for all grades in senior, junior 

and masters. The format for the beach sprints was 

straight knockout. 54 races were held over the 9 grades 

available at the world beach sprints in Portugal with the 

winner of each grade entitled to represent Ireland at the 

worlds. Some events had few entries but others drew a 

big crowd, the senior men and women’s solo being the 

most popular. The racing was continuous and intense 

using a four boat alternating system and an electronic 

start and finishing. With temperatures in the twenties 

and the seawater practically lukewarm, it was a great 

day on the beach for everyone.  

Another first was providing masters and juniors racing 

in the endurance. The juniors rowed a 2k course and 

the masters lined up with the seniors, the masters 50 

crews getting a 30 second head start. It was offered as 

a challenge and if the event becomes popular, there 

may be a championship offered down the line.  

 

Following this weekend, the next weekend moved to 

the other end of the country. Loughros Point hosted an 

endurance regatta for senior, junior and masters and 

the crews enjoyed some proper coastal waves and 

swells in the waters off Donegal.  

 

The events were coming thick and fast at this stage 

with the following weekend seeing Wicklow join forces 

with Arklow to host the qualifier event for the World 

Coastal Rowing Championships. This was also held 

over a 2km course and offered the 7 world champs 

categories as well as quad races for j18 men and 

women. Only the top 4 from each country receive a 

ranking this year in Portugal with everyone else having 

to race in a qualifier event to make the cut for the finals.  

 

There has been a break in the action for 3 weeks to 

allow crews to prepare for the big event of the year, the 

national championships. Held in Bantry this year, they 

are taking place on the weekend of the 4th and 5th of 

September. The entry is the biggest yet with heats 

needed in all grades on the Saturday to bring each 

grade down to 12 boats for the finals on Sunday. It is 

shaping up to be an absolute feast of rowing and from 

a season that was promising very little for so long, the 

opposite is now true with all clubs and crews in full 

regatta mode.  

 

We would like to wish Bantry rowing club the best of 

luck with the champs next weekend and also wish all 

our crews the best for the worlds in Portugal at the end 

of September. 

 

Rowing Ireland Offshore Coastal 

 

 

 

 

 

C 
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      five-person team from Lymington Rowing 

Club have broken the world record for the greatest 

distance rowed in open water in 12 hours (subject to 

verification) after a mammoth 122.4 kilometre row 

across Christchurch Bay through the Solent and 

around the Isle of Wight. The crew of Jack Mans, Rob 

Maltby, Alex Gasper, Dave Mans and Toby Backhouse 

broke the previous Russian record by over 2.5 

kilometres. The team had also planned to attempt a 

number of other open water rowing records however 

the weather conditions on the day meant they had to 

focus solely on the 12 hour record. Dave Mans' was 

quoted as saying; 
 

'We knew almost from the outset that the weather was 

going to make breaking even one record a really hard 

ask with a strong North Easterly wind making progress 

very challenging.  We were right up against the clock 

coming past Cowes and going into the last hour. The 

tide was fading fast and despite having rowed hard for 

over 11 hours it was all going to come down to a final 

push for the line. After some fantastic steering from 

coxswain Jack negotiating a large wash from a tanker 

and a tremendous effort from the whole crew we 

cleared the needles with moments to spare and the tide 

stayed with us just long enough to beat the Russian 

record'.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

The team passing the Needles. © melinki Images @Rowing Adventures 

 

Passing the neddkes 

A 

ISSUE #8 | LYMINGTON RC ENDURANCE OPEN WATER WORLD RECORD 

LYMINGTON ROWING CLUB BREAK 12 HOUR 

OPEN WATER ROWING WORLD RECORD 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The challenge raised over £5,500 for the Hampshire 

and Isle of Wight Community Foundation - to find out 

more about the event and to donate please visit the 

website www.IOW1250.co.uk 

  

The team were supported by several local companies 

including Bradbeers, The Haven Bar, Bluebird Care, 

Rowing Adventures Ltd and The Pier Cafe, Totland 

Bay.  

 

► Article by Kirsty Melin, Lymington RC 

► Photos by: melinki Images @Rowing Adventures 

 

The team were supported by several local companies including Bradbeers, The Haven Bar, 

Bluebird Care, Rowing Adventures Ltd and The Pier Cafe, Totland Bay. 
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    he culmination of the fixed seat coastal rowing 

season goes ahead after a pandemic enforced break in 

2020. 

 

“To finally be able to go ahead with the Championships 

after repeated lockdowns is an incredible feeling” 
 

Those were the words of David Hussey of Portmagee 

Rowing Club, host club for the 2021 Irish Coastal 

Rowing Championships. It was a sentiment every 

coastal rower that attended the Championships would 

share. Irish rowing clubs were shut twice for extended 

periods due to government restrictions during the 

height of the pandemic. While some local fixed seat 

coastal regattas had taken place when restrictions 

eased in the second half of 2020, this was the largest 

coastal regatta to take place in Ireland for two years. 

For many rowers it was their first taste of competitive 

action since the 2019 Irish Coastal Championships.  

Huge efforts were made by the host club and Rowing 

Ireland to deliver a Covid safe regatta. The event is the 

pinnacle of the fixed seat coastal rowing calendar in 

Ireland where the best of crews from all over the island 

take to the water to battle it out for the title of Irish 

Coastal Rowing Champions. 

The regatta was held on the coastal course at the 

National Rowing Centre in Cork over the 14th and 15th 

August. The coastal course is adjacent to the flatwater 

course, where Ireland’s medal winning Olympians 

train, but on a section of water more open to the 

elements and a challenging easterly wind provided 

suitably coastal conditions for the competitors. 

The event was held over two days and in all there were 

227 crews who took part across 37 categories featuring 

a mix of Coastal Four and Traditional Boat races.  In a 

change from the usual format of heats on Saturday and 

finals on Sunday, and in an effort to minimize the 

amount of time competitors had to spend on site, each 

category was completed on the same day, with heats 

each morning and finals in the afternoon. For the first 

time, under 19 men’s and women’s races were held, in 

an effort to compensate those rowers who had been 

unfortunate to miss out on their final year as underage 

rowers in 2020. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Traditional Boat categories showcase the 

beautifully constructed timber boats from where fixed 

seat rowing in Ireland has its origins and which is still 

practiced as strongly as ever in many parts of the 

island. East Coast Skiffs, Slaney Cots, Kerry 4-oars 

and Yawls were amongst the boats battling it out for the 

honours. Edermine Ferry of Wexford won both the 

Men’s and Women’s Senior Traditional races but it was 

Portmagee who grabbed the headlines taking home 

four of the eleven Traditional races. Wicklow picked up 

two Traditional wins, with Callinafercy, Galley Flash 

and Whitegate each taking home one. 

 

Despite the long break since the last Championships, 

the racing was incredibly close, so close in fact that in 

two of the finals held on Saturday, the top two crews 

could not be separated. The Under 16 Women’s 

Coastal Four race was a seesaw battle between 

Rosscarbery and Whitegate, and after 800m the photo 

finish adjudged they touched the line together. 

Whitegate were involved in a second dead heat later in 

the day, with their U21 Women’s crew and that of 

Callinafercy hitting the finish line together after battling 

for 1500m.  

 

 

 

 

T 
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Irish Coastal Rowing Championships held at the National Rowing Centre 
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In one of the most competitive races of the event, the 

Masters Mixed Coastal Four, it was Edermine Ferry 

who prevailed, with Kilmacsimon of Cork in second 

place and Callinafercy from Kerry in third. In what must 

surely be a first, the race winning crew from Edermine 

featured the Kinsella’s, a husband and wife 

combination with the crew being coxed by the couple’s 

daughter. This race saw another monumental 

achievement, when Callinafercy’ s legendary John Joe 

O’Sullivan became the oldest person to secure a medal 

at an Irish Coastal Championships, when at the age of 

75 he took home a bronze medal.  John Joe also had 

five grandchildren taking part in the event over the 

weekend showcasing the truly family orientated nature 

of coastal rowing.  

 

The final two events of the Championships were the 

Senior Men’s and Women’s Coastal Four. A 

Wicklow/Portmagee composite won the Senior Men’s 

title with a dominant display over the 2300m multi-turn 

course, beating Passage West into second, with 

perennial medallists Kilmacsimon finishing third. 

Castletownbere are Senior Women’s Champions, 

finishing ahead of 2018 champions Galley Flash, with 

Passage West collecting the bronze. 
 

 

The overall Club of the Championships is awarded to 

the club with the most wins in the Coastal Four 

categories. As always it was hotly contested with a 

number of clubs vying for the title. When the final racing 

was complete it was Whitegate Rowing Club with an 

incredible 9 wins who were crowned champions, 

retaining the crown they won in 2019, ahead of 

Passage West in second and Kilmacsimon in third. 

 

Speaking at the National Rowing Centre, 

Championships Regatta Director Shane Russell said 

the event was a wonderful success and thanked 

everyone who made the event possible.  ‘Given that 

many of these crews have not had a race in well over 

a year it was great to see so many clubs and crews 

attending the event.  I would also like to thank the 

volunteers, stewards, race officials and medical teams 

who did a superb job over the weekend.   A huge thanks 

must go to our host club, Portmagee Rowing Club, who 

arranged a wonderful event.’  It is great to see coastal 

rowing back in action in Ireland and thoughts now turn 

towards the 2022 event.  
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Jurassic Regional Gig Rowing League 
►By Kath Brett     

 

    angstone Pilot Gig club from Hayling Island 

commenced rowing as the first Pilot Gig club in 

Hampshire in January 1st 2013 and were introduced to 

the sport by visits to Weymouth Gig Club regattas.  

Langstone participated in various regattas in their early 

years throughout Devon and Cornwall prior to 

conceiving the introduction of “competitive league 

rowing” in launching the countries first regional gig 

rowing league in 2017, namely the Jurassic Regional 

League. 

Traditionally Cornish Pilot Gig rowing relied upon a host 

club holding a home regatta and inviting local clubs to 

attend and participate in a series of races for which the 

host club provides trophies and medals to the winning 

crews. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The regattas provide a spectacle of colour as seen here at Swanage. 

Whilst this on the face of things worked reasonably well 

there was no sense of achievement to carry forward to 

any further regattas or yardstick to measure each 

crew’s level of performance over the rowing season. 

 

L 

The league was welcomed by the CPGA (Cornish Pilot 

Gig Association) and its 9 founder member clubs 

namely Sidmouth, Lyme Regis, Bridport, Portland, 

Weymouth, Swanage, Poole, Exmouth and Langstone. 

Initially, there were 5 race categories Men’s A, Men’s 

B, Ladies A, Ladies B, and Juniors U16.  

This formula was highly successful and attracted 

sponsorship via Honiton based AEP Ltd who continue 

to provide medals and trophies to each league category 

winner and the first 3 placed league clubs.  
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In 2018 extra race categories were added with 

inclusion of Ladies Vets, Men’s Vets and Mixed. 

The scoring system is simple to maintain and purely 

reflects the finishing position by each club’s crews in 

their respective race categories. 

The points provide a record of the day’s results by 

category/club and overall running points total for the 

season. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Above: An example of a league scoreboard taken from a regatta at 

Poole Gig Club.  

In 2019, we welcomed Combwich, a Somerset based 

gig club to the Jurassic League. 

The league meets quarterly and deals with race coxing, 

race training, safety and all aspects of Cornish gig 

rowing of mutual interest, each meeting being chaired 

by a different club.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pictured above: Morning preparation underway on the beach at 

Exmouth for the inaugural regatta hosted by Exmouth Gig Club – 

some Gig rowing regattas can attract over 400 rowers and supporters 

to each host club. © Kath Brett. 

The competitive spirit gained from league rowing has 

greatly enhanced the World ranking of the competing 

crews and increased the popularity of the sport to a 

wider community. 

Such is the popularity of league rowing that it will attract 

over 400 rowers and supporters to each host club! 

 

 

 

 

The concept which was introduced by Brian West, 

Chairman at Langstone and his partner Kath Brett has 

subsequently been adopted and used as a template 

across the country for competitive rowing leagues. 

Brian and Kath look forward to introducing a 

champion’s regatta next year by inviting the top 3 clubs 

from other regional league category winners to meet 

and race for a championship trophy. 

 

Unfortunately, in January 2021 after a series of tests 

Kath was diagnosed with Motor Neurone Disease 

which she is endeavouring to cope with to the best of 

her ability and lives with the hope that she can in some 

way raise an awareness and funds to find a cure for this 

cruel disease. 

Earlier in the year, Brian and Kath raised over £2000 

for MND through their endeavours on a spinning bike 

and now hope to raise more funding with the support of 

their friend Mark Brownjohn who is raising funds for 

MND by rowing in ‘ROXY’ as part of the Lionheart 

Great British Row Round Britain crew. 

 

 

 

 

MND came totally unexpectedly to Kath and will 

become a life changing illness, kindly spread the word 

amongst your water-based readers as it can happen to 

anyone of them and presently there is no cure. 

There is a 1 in 300 risk of getting MND across a lifetime. 

It can affect adults of any age but is more likely to affect 

people over 50. 

Motor neurone disease kills a third of people within a 

year and more than half within two years of diagnosis. 

Any donations will help to fund valuable research and 

will hopefully lead to an eventual cure. 

 

 

 

 

 

Mark (pictured left) completed the 

Lionheart Row Around Great 

Britain on July 31st as part of ROXY 

Expeditions.  

To donate to his fundraising page 

in aid of the Motor Neurone 

Disease Association (MNDA), 

please click the link below… 

 
www.justgiving.com/fundraising/mark-brownjohn 
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GREAT SCOTTISH ODYSSEY 
 

An adventure that gives you a taste of the ocean 

rowing life mixed with incredible nature… 

 

‘Amazing and helpful crew, great itinerary, beautiful scenery, delightful rowers.  

Altogether a superb experience!’ 

 

‘Hats off to Charlie and the entire Rannoch team! Years of experience and expertise in rowing oceans, utter 

professionalism, warmth of welcome, sheer friendliness and bags of infectious enthusiasm - and the 

technically innovative design of Roxy combine to produce a superlative rowing adventure that is simply in 

a class of its own. Ocean rowing is made accessible!’ 

 

This was organised in the smoothest conditions, where we had the luxury to only focus on getting 

physically ready for the expedition, while all the boat, logistics and navigation had been taken care of. The 

organisation was smooth, clear while remaining flexible with the weather and personal preferences, in a 

perfect balance. The short duration still allowed to have a team bonding experience, with lovely motivated 

crew. I could feel the level of safety and preparedness of the crew while still giving a very relaxed 

atmosphere. The physical difficulty was very different from person to person (very easy on my side), but 

everyone gave what they could and no judgement was ever put on the crew. Stunning landscapes and 

views, and I'm glad we took some time to explore the shore (and still had the opportunity to row at night!). 

Thank you to all the crew for their kindness! 

 

 

EXPEDITIONS 

Above is just some of the feedback received about Rannoch Adventures ‘ROXY Expeditions’ inaugural 

Great Scottish Odyssey row – Craig Chaulk editor of The Wave Rowing was onboard and brings you 

an insight as to what to expect and shares his experience with you… 
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 by Craig Chaulk, The Wave Rowing 
 

Ocean Rowing can be a dream that for many can 

feel out-of-reach, either due to the expense, finding 

a crew, fundraising, sourcing of equipment... until 

now. Rannoch Adventure has now made the dream 

become a reality by removing the majority of the 

hurdles with the introduction of ROXY Expeditions. 

 

Aside from rowing the Atlantic Ocean, rowing around 

Great Britain (or one of the 6 legs) plus many more 

options on offer; there is an expedition ideal for those 

who want a taste of ocean rowing called ‘A Great 

Scottish Odyssey’ – a five day island hopping 

adventure off the Western Isles mixed with some strong 

rowing. In July 2021, the inaugural Great Scottish 

Odyssey expedition launched and on board was The 

Wave Rowing’s - Craig Chaulk who shares his 

experience with you. 

 

Signing up and pre-trip 
 

To find information and to know what to expect was 

very straight forward, brochures for each expedition are 

available at: 

 

www.rannochadventure.com/roxy/expeditions 
 

 

These include a very good description as to what to 

expect, what is and is not included, plus dietary and 

medical requirements, what you’ll need to bring and 

wear, as well as the training requirements. I found the 

information provided to be very accurate to the 

requirements of the trip. 

 

  

 

ISSUE #8 | EXPEDITIONS BEFORE THE CHALLENGE 

A GREAT SCOTTISH ODYSSEY 

 

ROXY is a twelve person ocean rowing boat; you will 

be living in close quarters with other recently 

befriended rowers in a small vessel. Prior to the row, 

Rannoch Adventure did set-up two Zoom meetings so 

the rowers can introduce themselves, ask any 

questions they may have as well as any tips, 

suggestions and/or recommendations. A WhatsApp 

group was also created for the crew to help facilitate 

team building and sharing of information. 

 

The day before… 
 

The designated start and finish location was finalised in 

advance so the rowers could book their own 

accommodation. The port of Mallaig was chosen, 

located on the west coast of the Highlands – the 

journey to Mallaig resulted in some incredible scenery 

including Loch Lomond, Glencoe and if arriving by 

train, the scenic route through the mountains includes 

the famous Glenfinnan Viaduct (featured in several 

Harry Potter movies). Once in Mallaig, the first glimpse 

of ROXY moored in this picturesque fishing village 

really got the excitement going for what was about to 

come. Parking was easy as beyond the marina 

entrance surrounding the waterfront there is free 

parking for up to seven days.  

 

Later that evening, we had a crew meeting in the 

Chlachin Inn where everyone got to meet each other 

for the first time in a comfortable social setting for the 

pre-departure briefing conducted by Rannoch 

Adventure’s Charlie Pitcher, this was also an 

opportunity to ask any last minute questions to put 

one’s mind at ease. 
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ROXY EXPEDITIONS 
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DAY ONE 
 

The day started with Charlie briefing the crew for life on 

board Rannoch’s 12 person ocean rowing boat, ROXY 

– pictured below. The crew of 12 were then informed of 

their groups of three for the shift system – more on this 

later. With our bags stowed and a quick familiarisation 

of the cabin, it was time for the first shift rowers to take 

to their position to get the adventure underway. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For safety, ROXY has a battery-powered motor that 

was used to take us out of Mallaig, where once in safe 

water the rowing was introduced - once satisfied with 

the rowers capabilities, the motor was phased out till 

the boat was now moving under oars at just over 3 

knots in a nice rhythm.  To gently break-in the rowers 

on the first day, a shift system was established by  

swapping after every hour which worked well for some 

crews in dodging the rain showers, with the last crew of 

the day getting absolutely drenched – still with smiles 

on their faces! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
A heavy downpour of rain didn’t dampen the rower’s spirits. 

 

After we anchored up in Duisdealmor Harbour, the 

Rannoch Adventure shore support had erected a yurt 

for a bit of wild camping, and to help dry out the rowers 

had arranged a well-deserved drink at the Duisdale 

Hotel who were more than happy to accept a bunch of 

the happy but drenched rowers. That night, 4 of the 

crew slept on the boat with the remaining 8 sleeping in 

the yurt on the water’s edge. 

 

DAY TWO 
 

The crew who decided to sleep in the yurt woke-up to 

an incredibly beautiful scene of ROXY on the glassy 

water and backdrop of the Scottish mountains, to 

accompany the sight was the sound of the wilderness 

– silence with hints of nature and it wouldn’t be 

Scotland without midges of whom came to welcome us 

a good morning as you emerged from the yurt. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
About to row underneath the Skye Bridge. © The Wave Rowing 

 

After breakfast, we set off on an 8 hour row heading 

northwards up the Kyle Rhea towards the Kyle of 

Lochalsh, passing underneath the Skye Bridge with our 

ultimate destination being the Isle of Raasay. The 

scenic row of varying scenery was accompanied by 

blue skies and wildlife including seals and porpoises.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once at the Isle of Raasay, we enjoyed a tour of the 

Raasay Distillery to sample the local whisky and gin. 

Afterwards, we then enjoyed food courtesy the Raasay 

House Hotel with a stunning vista of the Isle of Skye.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Raasay is a location used on the TV show SAS: Who Dares 

Wins, our recreation of the shot on the hotel steps. 
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DAYS THREE & FOUR – THE BIG ROW 
 

The morning began with a beautiful view looking across 

to the Isle of Skye, and a welcomed visit by the 

Rannoch Team who came bearing gifts in the form of 

bacon butties! We needed this fuel ready for the big 

row. 

 

The previous two days eased us into the routine, 

rotating in shifts and getting used to the life onboard. 

Now it was time to put it to the ultimate test with the big 

36 hour day and night row from the Isle of Raasay to 

the east of Skye, passing the Old Man of Storr, 

rounding the top of Skye to then row through the night 

finishing in the small but picturesque village of Elgol on 

the South West coast of Skye. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Left: Early morning on the sea. Top right: Neist Point 

Lighthouse shining through the mist. Bottom right: Red light 

was needed to retain your night vision and comfort of the 

rowers at night. © The Wave Rowing. 

 

Rowing in shifts of 3 hours on, 3 hours off for 36 hours, 

we experienced night rowing for the first time – this is a 

really awesome experience to row in the pitch black of 

the night, where the only lights you see are from the 

instrument panel, a fishing boat, and the eerie but 

beautiful sight of the Neist Point Lighthouse shining 

through the mist on Skye.  

 

This long row certainly was a row I’ll never forget. 

Rowing with the incredible scenery and sights opened 

to some unique experiences such as smelling land and 

hearing birds of which were miles away. The wildlife on 

this 36 hour row was something I really didn’t expect – 

we saw a sea eagle, Seals popping up as if they were 

following us the whole way round, Porpoises, Dolphins, 

three Minke Whales, and more Puffins that one could 

imagine - watching them trying to fly after eating too 

much was always fun to watch.  

 

The big row was a really great taste of ocean rowing, 

some of the crew had sore hands, bums and limbs, but 

spirits were high and a sense of achievement having 

completed this long row in which you get to experience 

watching the sun setting onto the sea, and then rowing 

along as it comes up on a new day. I loved it! 

 

Upon arrival at Elgol, we were welcomed at the small 

fishing village by inquisitive locals. The rowers 

descended on the little food van on the waterfront to 

enjoy ice cream and fresh seafood. The lady who ran 

this van also ran the local shop and she kindly opened 

it up especially for us. After burning many calories 

rowing, we were a hungry bunch and in need of some 

fresh non-dehydrated food! 

 

Some of the rowers and Rannoch team took the 

opportunity to take an optional local Bella Jane boat trip 

to a quant spot called Loch na Cuilce that is only 

accessible by sea and by foot. Meanwhile, the rest of 

the crew tucked in for an early night in yurt. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DAY FIVE 

 

After a well-earned rest in Elgol, the crew arose on the 

last day to the news that bacon butties were on their 

way. The journey from Elgol to Mallaig was planned as 

a leisurely five hour row… however, I and Honorine set 

the pace to see what the crew and ROXY were made 

of. The crew managed to overtake a yacht, pushing 

ROXY to 6.1 knots and beating the Rannoch shore 

support team to their destination by completing the 

journey in just three hours.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As we rowed closer to Mallaig, the crew donned their 

branded ROXY Expeditions t-shirt and/or fleece as we 

rowed into port. Once docked, the boat underwent a 

thorough clean by the crew – again, part of the ocean 

rowing routine. Later that evening, those that stayed 

the night in Mallaig all met-up for a final night to say 

goodbye with some even partying to close the end of a 

fantastic week. 
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SUMMARY 
 

This trip truly is a fantastic introduction in giving you a 

taste of ocean rowing mixed with wild camping and 

exploration in the incredible surroundings of Scotland’s 

western Isles. The trip is very well organised and you 

feel safe under the guidance of the Rannoch Adventure 

team. Rannoch Adventure did go out of their way to 

accommodate dietary requirements and any members 

who had reduced mobility issues.  

 

Rannoch Adventure have made ocean rowing more 

accessible in a fun and unique way with the introduce 

of ROXY Expeditions in enabling people to do 

something they thought they may never do – row an 

ocean or just have a taster of what it may be like.  

 

The crew were of mixed ages and abilities, all ready to 

embrace the experience and continued to do so 

throughout the five days. Everyone had their reasons 

for undertaking this expedition whether it was for a 

birthday celebration, a bucket list item, just for the fun 

and adventure aspect, or to do something different. We 

all got along with each other and helped where needed. 

12 strangers became a team very quickly and you were 

made to feel welcome. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The Great Scottish Odyssey – July 2021 Isle of Skye crew 

after completion in Mallaig. © The Wave Rowing. 

 

I highly recommend the Great Scottish Odyssey, 

whether you are thinking in rowing an ocean in the 

future or just to experience what it may be like, or 

maybe you want to do something different with a taste 

of adventure, then this is for you! You’ll certainly come 

away with memories to last a lifetime. Who knows, this 

might then take you on the next step and row across an 

ocean with ROXY, or one day in your own boat…  

 

The Wave Rowing rates this expedition: 

 

5 BLADES OUT OF 5! 

 

 

 

A highly recommended expedition giving you a 

taste of adventure, the ocean rowing life, infused 

with nature, and the incredible beauty of Scotland.  

 

ROXY EXPEDITIONS 
 

A Great Scottish Odyssey 
 

2021 Options (Click here to read ROXY Blogs) 

Isle of Skye (July), Isle of Mull (August) 

 

2021 Price 

£1500 per person 

 

If you would like more information, please visit: 

 

www.rannochadventure.com/roxy/expeditions 

 

 

To express your interest for ROXY Expeditions 

2022 - A Great Scottish Odyssey, please contact 

Rannoch Adventure on: 

 

Tel: +44 1621 782127 

Email: info@rannochadventure.com 

 

 

The following pages include a look into the life 

onboard, and the boat itself.  

 

 

 

 

 

The Rannoch Adventure shore support team has a tender to 

enable transfers to/from the boat. © The Wave Rowing. 
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LIFE ONBOARD 
 

Shifts: At the day one pre-departure briefing, the crews 

are informed of their shift pattern and assigned to the 

carefully chosen crew. With six rowing positions, the 

twelve rowers are split into teams of three and given 

their set three hour shift times of three hours on, three 

hours off. These teams also make up as to the cabin 

you are assigned, Stern/Aft 1 & 2 or Bow/Forward 1 & 

2. It is good to write these down on the scribble pad 

within the cabin to save asking someone all the time.  

 

Changeovers happen every 90 minutes, therefore only 

one crew change over happens at one time.  

 

For example: The 36 hour row departs at 7am 

Aft 1 row for three hours from 7am, with Aft 2 changing 

over from them at 10am, Aft 1 would then change with 

Aft 2 at 1pm...  

 

Fwd 1 would start at 7am and row till 08:30, Fwd 2 

would then row from 08:30, Fwd 1 would then take over 

from them again at 11:30, Fwd 2 would then come back 

on shift again at 14:30… 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

During your three hours off shift, you can chill (sleep) in 

or out of the cabin, do some preparation or chores, go 

to the toilet, make a drink or meal for yourself of your 

fellow crew… You must be back ready for your shift 

change as it helps keep up the moral. On the 36 hour 

row, to boost spirits in the morning, I made 9 tea and 

coffees - 3 for my crew about to go on shift, 3 for the 

rowers who were just about to come off shift, and 3 for 

those that were halfway through their shift. You’re all in 

this together and you’re all in the same boat. 

Pictured left: The stern (aft) cabin, space is limited so packing 

the essentials and sticking to the Rannoch equipment list is 

very important. Each rower also has a small side cabin pouch 

for essentials and to-grab items that you may need.  

 

Pictures bottom left: three of the crew relaxing between shifts 

on the deck of the forward cabin where this is more room to 

stretch the legs out.  

 

Below: Mark demonstrating the toilet equipment at the 

forward cabin at the pre-departure brief. A pee bucket is 

located at the stern end, at the forward cabin is the poo and 

another pee bucket and a curtain for dignity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Toilet: On the Day one pre-departure brief, we were 

shown the toilet situation (pictured above). Remember 

- you are living in close quarters. You may feel 

embarrassed or get stage fright in trying to pee or poo 

but there’s nothing worse than trying to hold it in. 

Embrace the opportunity to live feral – it can actually 

feel liberating…when you’ve got to go you got to go! 

One bucket is assigned the pee bucket, the other poo 

(a lovely drawing identified this bucket) – do not use in 

the cabin! Biodegradable bags and wipes are on board 

to use as well as hand sanitiser to clean hands 

afterwards, you can also erect a curtain for some 

dignity by the forward cabin.  

 

Everyone is different. For the guys, some found it 

easier to pee standing holding the bucket, some bought 

along a pee bottle, but I found when rowing or after 

rowing, or when trying to balance yourself muscles 

were tense, I found it easier to sit on the bucket; for the 

girls, one bought along a she-wee.  

 

On the Isle of Skye expedition, the big row Day 3-4 was 

the longest on the boat, otherwise, it was daytime 

rowing so there was on land opportunities to go to the 

toilet at the start (the go one-more-time) or end of the 

day (the mad rush). 
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Above: Spicy Pasta Arrabiata by Summit to Eat was popular 

amongst the rowers. The meals are easily made by just 

adding hot (or sometimes cold) water. © The Wave Rowing 

 

Food & Drink: We had plenty of food on board the boat 

including some snacks. De-hydrated meals were the 

main staple and the majority of these were actually very 

good. It’s fun to experiment with all the flavours, trying 

it hot or cold, or by adding a condiment.  

 

There is a JetBoil Flash in each cabin to enable water 

to be boiled. Hydration is very important, on-board 

there is a watermaker that converts seawater into 

drinking water, and I have to say it taste good. Rannoch 

Adventure have really thought this boat through with 

hand pumps for the water to be dispensed outside of 

the forward and aft cabins. There were also 

supplement tablets to add to the water if desired to help 

build your electrolytes for hydration purposes. No 

alcohol is to be consumed on ROXY. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Left: The ‘kitchen’ set-up in the aft cabin for making tea, 

coffee and hot water.  

 Right: The crew in the yurt making breakfast by heating up 

the JetBoil, with coffee, tea and meals taken from the boat. 

 Below left: the crew in the Duisdale Hotel enjoying a drying 

out and drink.  

 Below right: The crew having bacon butties at the yurt. 

Clothing: Rannoch Adventure provides a great 

brochure that tells you what kit is required. I found it to 

be almost spot-on with what it recommends. Apart from 

the clothes that got soaked on the first day, I found 

myself living in almost the same clothes for the whole 

5 days. I saw it as a feral experience. Therefore, you 

really do not need to take loads of spares, just one for 

dry and another should your others get wet. With good 

waterproofs, this should suffice in keeping your under 

garments dry.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Above left: The essential kit depicted is the minimum clothing 

that you need to take and is to fit in a 20-25 litre dry bag.  

Above right: Mark wearing the issued ROXY fleece, crew are 

also given a white ROXY t-shirt.  

 

Rannoch Adventure issued a ROXY Expedition – Great 

Scottish Odyssey t-shirt and blue fleece. A waterproof 

20-25 litre duffle dry-bag works well for stowage as the 

cabin is very limited with space and is handy to grab 

when going ashore if wishing to sleep in the yurt. 
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THE BOAT 

The RX80 – Rannoch Adventures flagship 

 

ROXY is an incredible boat and purposefully designed 

for conducting these expeditions. She has been rowed 

across the Atlantic, rowed around Great Britain and 

more! She has been very well thought through in her 

layout and design incorporating years of Rannoch 

Adventures experience in comfort, practicality and 

simplicity – but most importantly safety when it comes 

to ocean rowing.  

 

This is confirmed through the built in engine that can be 

used in an emergency or when safely guiding out of 

port with a new team who’s capabilities are yet to be 

demonstrated. You are given an overview, orientation 

and brief at the pre-departure briefing including the 

safety features such as the use of the harnesses for 

traversing when on deck. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ROXY is a joy to row and for a big boat, she is very 

responsive. I found her to be comfortable in the cabin 

once you adapt to the life on board. She is a strong and 

stable boat with an exceptional build quality. She is 

unusual in being a sliding seat sweep style technique 

rather than the traditional sliding seat sculling form of 

Rannoch’s boats. 

 

The sweep conversion has been well executed and in 

my opinion it will be easier for fixed-seat sweep rowers 

(Gig, St Ayles Skiff, Celtic Longboat…) to quickly adapt 

to ROXY than the traditional sliding seat sculling boats 

that Rannoch normally produce as it feels more like 

being on a rowing machine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We managed to row ROXY at around 3.4 to 4.1 knots 

on average, and 6.1 knots at her fastest. I found she 

ran best with a stroke per minute rate around 26-28spm 

to keep her lifted and flowing along nicely. On this row, 

we had rowers who had the fitness for this expedition 

but may not have had the experience or technique or 

muscles from crew rowing in clubs; therefore, long and 

strong would not have been effective. The technique 

that would work best is cardio over muscle power in 

keeping the boat moving.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

ROXY features windows in the bow and stern cabin, so you 

can watch the world go by from the comfort of the cabin. 

When suitable conditions allow the window can even be 

opened for ventilation. © The Wave Rowing. 

 

I felt sad that I had to leave ROXY as I didn’t want to 

stop rowing, she’s a great – well designed, comfortable, 

and thought through boat. Wishing for the rowing not to 

stop and missing the enjoyment is a testament as to 

how good, and a pleasure she is to row and the life on 

board in her company.  

 

Thank you to Rannoch Adventure for making ocean 

rowing more accessible, and a reality for those who 

thought this dream was beyond their reach.  Rowing, 

scenery, nature, camping… this has been an 

experience I’ll never forget and highly recommend!  
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Are you looking for an epic experience? 

 

EXPEDITIONS 
If you’re looking for the ultimate rowing adventure, look no further.  

Whether you want to cross an ocean or go island hopping in Scotland, we have an adventure for everyone. 

Check out all the adventures on our website 

www.rannochadventure.com 
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What can I say?  It was all you promised. A huge adventure, a challenge and something intangible which is a special experience, 

that I don't know how to articulate, but you know what it is if you were there. You got us across safely, the boat was a success and 

always felt up to the challenge.  Leadership of such a diverse group is always a challenge, but when combined with extreme 

physical discomfort and the exhaustion of all involved, it is a real credit to both you and Dawn as to how well the trip went and the 

positive experience we had. So, a big thank you, to you and all at Rannoch who made it happen. 

Ian 'Boris' Kentfield 

Roxy Crew, Atlantic Ocean 2021 
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Dorset Indoor Rowing Championships hosted the 

Conquer The Cape which was a for individuals or 

teams to perform in accumulating metres  towards 

rowing 725km around Britain’s South West ‘Cape’. 

Entrants used their metres from the rowing 

machine and/or on the water towards their totals. 

One team and the first to finish were two girls from 

Devon – Sarah and Lucy knowns as The Scilly Oar-

Ternatives. The Wave Rowing chats to them to find 

out more about their record-breaking ultra-

endurance row on the Concept2 rowing machines. 

 
 

Who are The Scilly Oar-ternatives and what is your 

rowing background? 

 

Sarah (pictured right): I have most recently been a 

member of Salcombe Gig Club and prior to that I was 

a member of the River Teign Rowing Club, where I 

have rowed Gigs, Seine boats and Sculls. 

 

I've been rowing since I was 11 years old, where I first 

started rowing in a Seine boat in Teignmouth. I was 

inspired by my Mum, who had started rowing and I 

loved going down to the point and watching the crews 

battling it out. I progressed through the junior section 

and then became interested in Gig rowing. I moved into 

the Ladies section and progressed through the ranks 

making it into the Ladies ‘A’ crew. 2015 was a 

particularly great year where we reached the Scilly 

World Championship ‘A’ group, we came 5th in the 

Newquay County Championships, we won the Ladies 

Overall in the Great River Race in London and we were 

named Teignbridge Team of the year. That was a pretty 

epic year!' 

 

In 2019, I moved clubs to Salcombe Gig Club and we 

reached the ‘A’ final in the World Pilot Gig 

Championships, and came 12th and the top Devon 

Ladies crew. 

 

Lucy (pictured left): I didn't start rowing until a lot later, 

I moved to Shaldon aged 22 and started rowing in a 

regatta dinghy. I took part in the Shaldon Regatta that 

year, including the long distance Dawlish to Shaldon 

race. Although I didn't do very well, I was hooked!  

 

I got involved with a rowing club when I joined a group 

of people to row in the Crazy River Race, which is an 

overnight row in the river Volga in Russia. It was 150 

km long and took 18 hours for our team of 9 to row in 

the Russian Yawls. It was a great experience to row in 

the boats and to meet the local people there. 

 

Since then, I did a mixture of rowing seine boats, sculls 

and gigs.  

 

What inspired you to undertake this challenge? 

 

Sarah: We were due to be rowing down the Caledonian 

Canal over the MayDay bank holiday weekend instead 

of the Isles of Scilly World Pilot Gig Championships that 

had been cancelled due to Covid. Due to the 3rd 

lockdown we had to postpone until September and I'd 

read and seen the challenge about the virtual race 

Conquer the Cape on Facebook so asked Lucy if she'd 

be keen. In July 2020 I'd done a 100km on the Concept 

2, which took me just over 10 hours so I thought to 

myself that combined, 2 people could potentially 

complete 725km over a Bank Holiday weekend.  

 

Conveniently the weekend of the World Pilot Gig 

Championships, which was the inspiration to our team 

name, was the start of the Conquer the Cape event, the 

catalyst for our Record attempt, so I asked Lucy if she 

would be interested to which she agreed. The crazy 

fool! 

 

Record-breaking ultra-endurance rowing 
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Sarah: I then looked up some of the Concept 2 World 

Records and I saw that the 30 - 39 year old didn't have 

a current record and that the overall Women's record 

was 50 hours. I knew it would take longer than that to 

complete it so I figured why not go for the overall 

record. 

 

In order for the record to be eligible, we needed to make 

sure we did it somewhere public and Seasports 

Southwest, who are involved with the Talisker Whisky 

Atlantic Challenge, are located in a convenient location 

down on the Back Beach in Teignmouth so we thought 

they might be interested in hosting, which they were 

and as a thank you for being so accommodating we 

decided to make Devon Air Ambulance our charity. As 

a family, it is incredibly close to their hearts. In their 

words, had it not been for DAAT they wouldn't still be a 

family so we wanted to raise as much money as we 

could on their behalf. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Seasports Souhwest helped support and provide the use of 

their facilities for the team during their challenge. 

 

How did you prepare and train for this challenge? 

 

Lots, lots and lots of long, low heart rate sessions for 

90 - 2 hours. We started with just building the length of 

sessions before adding in extra sessions with 30 mins 

recovery in between to build up resilience of rowing in 

2 hour stints. We also did some late night sessions to 

get used to rowing overnight. We coupled this with 

strength and conditioning sessions and lots of foam 

rolling to keep our muscles working efficiently and to 

recover in between training.  

 

 

We'd sometimes take our ergos over to each other's 

garden's to keep each other company with the longer 

sessions or we would FaceTime if we were at home 

and on the ergo. Due to my job I wasn't quite as flexible 

as Lucy to fit in my sessions, there were number of 

evenings where I would be training late into the evening 

to get it in. Lucy was able to get a session in during 

lunchtime as she was working from home, which was 

certainly convenient. 

 

How did you raise awareness of your campaign? 

 

We really tried to make the most of social media by 

using teaser photos to raise intrigue, we'd post photos 

of our training and imply that we were training for 

something but didn't allude to what. With a month to go, 

we announced what we were doing,l. We didn't want to 

announce it too soon because we didn't want to let on 

to other potential competitors who might be interested 

in doing the challenge themselves.  

 

We created an Instagram account with our team name 

and a teaser trailer, I do love a bit of IMovie.  

Then we created our JustGiving page before finally 

releasing a full length trailer detailing what we were 

doing and who it was for. That got a lot of views and 

really helped to raise the profile. 

To keep us in people's minds we would release photos 

for publicity ranging from just training photos or posts 

asking for people to support us by coming to row with 

us, we did meet the crew posts, photos raising 

awareness of people that had supported us.  

 

For example - Seasports for hosting us over the 

weekend, Sportiva Events for our count up clock which 

would be invaluable for showing people what we were 

doing as time went on, crew coffee and obviously 

Devon Air Ambulance.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Devon Air Ambulance were great and wrote us a press 

release that went out to the BBC and local newspapers 

who came down to visit over the weekend. They 

delivered a banner and buckets, which we could use 

over the weekend and they sent us T-shirts. 

 

Over the weekend, we posted updates in video vlogs 

or just adding photos to our stories, tagging people in it 

which raised our profile even more with us being 

featured on BBC Radio Devon.  
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Did you have an action plan as to how you were 

going to undertake this challenge? 

 

Lucy and I both love a spreadsheet so we used that to 

organise and plan everything! 

 

We had a spreadsheet for distances of gig clubs/towns 

on the route around the cape that we used to spur us 

on over the event and also it was really good for 

passers-by because we had a map of Devon and 

Cornwall with a little helicopter that we moved as we 

progressed. It really made it visual to people that were 

passing by and encouraged them to make a donation. 

 

We had a sheet for our support rota that we shared on 

our social media for people to sign up to support us 

over the weekend, which really was so vital because 

rowing in the afternoon when the weather was a bit 

rubbish or in the middle of the night when it's freezing 

cold they really helped to keep us going.  

 

We had a sheet with our training programme, a sheet 

for what we wanted to watch on our iPads during the 

event TV series', podcasts etc. 

 

We had a sheet for essential foods we wanted which 

we then used when we made our enormous shopping 

order. We definitely ordered far too much food, we 

didn't appreciate how generous our family and friends 

would be with cake and food so by the end of the 

weekend we'd only eaten about a quarter of what we'd 

bought. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Adam from the Emergensea Duo showing his support with a 

one hour row along. © The Scilly Oar-ternatives. 

 

We had a sheet with our training programme, a sheet 

for what we wanted to watch on our iPads during the 

event TV series', podcasts etc. 

 

We had a sheet for essential foods we wanted which 

we then used when we made our enormous shopping 

order. We definitely ordered far too much food, we 

didn't appreciate how generous our family and friends 

would be with cake and food so by the end of the 

weekend we'd only eaten about a quarter of what we'd 

bought. 

 

We had a sheet for contingency planning such as if the 

iPad stopped, if someone came past late at night and 

wasn't particularly pleasant, If either one of us was 

struggling or if we were irritable because after 60 hours 

of rowing and minimal sleep you're not necessarily your 

best self. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Participants included friends, family and occasional passers-

by who fancied having a go. © The Scilly Oar-ternatives. 

 

We decided to implement the approach that the Atlantic 

Rowers do with 2 hour shifts allowing us time to stretch, 

eat and recover for 2 hours in between. We set up a 

camp bed at the back of the store to sleep in on our 

breaks. We had a nice little kitchen set up, kettle, a cool 

box even a microwave.  

 

We practiced our hand overs and planned how we 

would switch, take a photo of the screen and record the 

distance etc 

 

How did you engage with people during your row? 

 

Having the map really helped! It made a difference to 

us as it meant that the metres we were rowing were 

taking us (theoretically) around the south west coast 

path, and it helped provide a focal point to explain to 

passers-by what the challenge was that we were 

doing.  

 

Devon Air Ambulance provided us with a banner and 

their collection boxes which we could use for people to 

see who we were fundraising for, though despite the 

banner, buckets and signs people would still ask us 

who we were raising money for, which was quite 

amusing. 

 

It was lovely to be in such a high footfall area as the 

weekend on people would come back to check in with 

us, drop in more money in the bucket, look at the map. 

Ask us how we were feeling. It was quite funny when 

people were telling us all the things they'd been doing 

and in that time we'd still been rowing. 
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You've completed it = Factoids! 

 

The total distance that we rowed over the weekend was 

an almost palindrome - 596,695 m. That was roughly 

the distance from Portishead to Sidmouth 

(anticlockwise) if you were rowing by sea.  

 

Time taken - 60 hours and 19 seconds 

 

 World Record Longest Continual Tandem Row - 

Female Overall 

 World Record Longest Continual Tandem Row - 30 

- 39 HWT 

 British World Record Longest Continual Tandem 

Row - Female Overall 

 British World Record Longest Continual Tandem 

Row - 30 - 39 HWT 

 

5 memorable moments 

 

Lucy: A friend came to row with me just after rowing 

over from his yacht, so was in his sailing clothes, 

wellingtons and life jacket, it didn't seem to bother him!  

 The BBC coming along to film us as they had heard 

something was going on!  

 Having 5 people come to us to tell us that they 

personally had been rescued by the Devon Air 

Ambulance brought it home the amazing work that 

the Devon Air Ambulance do 

 Adam from the Atlantic rowing team Emergensea 

Duo come and join us for an hour rowing when we 

were 57 hours into the row. We couldn't match his 

splits at that point!  

 

Eating porridge at 5am whilst rowing with the bowl 

somehow balancing on my lap and receiving a 

message from someone in New Zealand, who was 

watching saying how impressed they were that I 

managed to do that without spilling any. 

 

o Flywheel fear - Particularly in the first 24 hours 

of the person rowing changed their rhythm, 

getting a drink or a snack from next to them the 

fly wheel sound would change and the person 

on recovery would immediately spin round, sit 

up in bed because we were worried that it had 

stopped. 

 

Five things that surprised you in performing this 

challenge 

 

Lucy: It surprised me how much of a difference it made 

having people row alongside us, especially towards the 

end. The amount of support we had was fantastic and 

we had friends and family come out at all times of day 

and night to help us. 

 

That we didn't actually see much of each other, we saw 

lots of other people but on Sunday we didn't actually 

have a conversation until about 11pm that night. When 

we weren't rowing we were making sure we were 

recovering as best we could and when we did speak it 

was about switching over etc.  

 

For about 2 weeks afterwards both of us were getting 

anxiety dreams about the row where we'd dream the fly 

wheel had stopped, or we were still rowing but we were 

really tired and really wanted to stop but were being told 

we had to do it for the record. Those took quite a while 

to calm down. 

 

I don't know why I didn't expect it but on the second 

night I was hallucinating. I kept seeing what I thought 

were mice running across the carpet under the 

machines. At one point I thought I'd seen one 

scampering under the bed that Lucy was sleeping on, 

which made her jump. It did pass but it wasn't 

particularly pleasant at the time. There was another 

point where I turned round to look at the timer several 

times during a particularly tough hour and I turned 

round and from my perspective it was stuck at 9:58 and 

I suddenly said to Lucy 'Luce, the clock has stopped'' 

She spun round in horror only to inform me it hadn't and 

it was fine but in my head it has literally not moved for 

over 20 seconds. 
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5 tips you would give to anyone else wishing to try 

ultra-endurance 'indoor' rowing. 

 

Preparation as much as you possibly can even though 

we really weren't sure how to prepare in terms of what 

we would require over the weekend itself. The training 

side was much simpler because it was a case of just 

building resilience but preparing for everything else like 

what we might want to eat, medication, plasters, etc. 

 

I listened to a lot of Tough Girl Podcasts of ultra-

endurance athletes and read up on tips like changing 

socks, changing shorts because sweat is the biggest 

cause of chafeage. 

 

Also build in contingency plans for anything that can go 

wrong. Prepare for the worst, hope for the best! 

 

o Make sure you have a good technology set up 

in terms of things to watch and listen too, 

particularly overnight when things are quieter 

and your partner is asleep. You're tired and it's 

gruelling you need a distraction. 

 

Row somewhere that you get lots of footfall, it really 

helps to break up the monotony of the day. 

 

Get your friends involved, set up a rota so that people 

can come and row with you and keep you company. 

Honestly this was such a life line because people would 

turn up all positive and smiley. Talk to you about all 

sorts and it really was such a mood booster. 

 

I had a craving for oranges and juicy soft fruits so I 

would make sure that you have someone available to 

go and get something if you aren't able to.  

 

 

Special mentions 

 

Thank you to Tim and Sue Cox from Seasports for 

hosting us providing us with a place to get warm etc 

 

Thank you to Sportiva events for providing us with a 

count up clock that kept everyone, including us, fully 

aware of how long we'd been rowing. 

 

Thank you to Crew Coffee for their support and Cake. 

 

Thank you to Carl Haslam at Dorset Indoor Rowing for 

creating the Conquer the Cape Race, which inspired us 

to do the record. 

 

Thank you to Crew Coffee for bringing us some of their 

lovely homemade cakes :-)  

 

And finally thank you to all of our amazing friends and 

family who supported us over the weekend by coming 

to row alongside us at all hours of the day, kept us fed 

and watered and in our final hour came down to cheer 

us to the finish line, it was pretty amazing to have so 

many people there and particularly when the weather 

really wasn't very kind, people still came. We really 

could not have achieved what we did had we not had 

their support. 

 

Thank you to all those that donated to the Devon Air 

Ambulance we've raised just over £3800 so far, which 

is pretty amazing. 

 

If you would like to donate to the Devon Air Ambulance, 

please click here. 
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Do you or your club have a story you would like to share? 

We welcome your news, stories, and events to share with the 

rowing community, and beyond. 

Feature in the e-magazine &/or on our website 

Email us:   rowing@thewaverowing.com 

 

https://www.daat.org/Appeal/donate-now
mailto:rowing@thewaverowing.com
http://www.thewaverowing.com
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Today’s pursuit of a more healthy and exciting 
way of life has led to the development of 

recreation and exercise particularly outside. 
 

Rowing is a wonderful, fun, easy way to keep fit. 

Nature’s way of cycling on the water 

 

Freedom, explore, for fun or adventure. Just like cycling, rowing gives you the freedom to enjoy the great outdoors 

whether it be for exercise or to have your own mini adventure. The Wave Rowing chats to Dan of Burnham-on-Crouch 

based The Row Boat to find out more about their range of rowing boats for your own freedom, and mini adventures. 
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Who is The Row Boat… 

 

The Row Boat has teamed up with ROW Generation to 

become the UK distributor for the exciting range of 

sliding-seat rowing boats from the Swedish supplier. 

 

Ideally located, The Row Boat, based in Burnham on 

Crouch is owned and run by the Dan Wastnage, a keen 

East Coast yachtsman who appreciate rowing as the 

perfect low impact outdoor exercise. The ultimate way 

to stay fit outside the confinement of a gym.  

 

This range of boats from ROW Generation are basically 

build on the same proven hull design. A series of boats 

that offers a choice of several different cockpit layouts 

that leaves the rower with the possibility to choose the 

model with the most suitable solution for his/her 

specific purpose and rowing environment.  

 

How did the idea of ROW Generation materialise? 

 

The ROW Generation series of boats was developed 

by Wim Kotzé in cooperation with the small boat 

designer Hans Friedel. The initial purpose was to 

create a simple, low-cost row boat with really good core 

qualities and state of the art rowing equipment.  

 

It all started around twenty years ago. The result of a 

knee injury after a ski-slope accident got Wim from 

sailing into serious recreational rowing and soon 

afterwards he started a rowing business. As the dealer 

for various European, Canadian and American brands 

he ended up rowing all kinds of boats along the 

Scandinavian coastline and after a couple of years he 

realised that that none of these boats were ideally 

suited for rowing in this sometime very demanding 

environment. It was then he found the designer, Hans 

Friedel. 

 

The Boats 

 

The first and basic model of the series, the ROW 

eXplorer 4.6 was introduced to the general market for 

the first time in March 2005 at the Scandinavian Boat 

Show.  

One model soon became three. At an early stage it 

became apparent that some customers were using 

their eXplorer 4,6 for totally crazy and sometimes 

irresponsible adventures. Realising the demand for a 

safe and purpose build touring boat led to the creation 

of ROW VagaBond 4,7, an expedition model that was 

launched during the spring of 2009.  Time passed and 

the gap between the ROW eXplorer 4,6 and the ROW 

VagaBond 4,7 proved to be just a bit too big. In 

February 2014 the “in between model” ROW Scull was 

launched to complete the series. 

 

Initially the boats were manufactured at various 

locations in Sweden but at the start of 2018 the whole 

production was moved to a massive factory in Poland. 

All the models were updated, the quality improved and 

modernized and the new 2021 models were introduced 

this season. 

 

The combination of a perfect sheer and double flanges 

on the freeboard keep spray and splashes to a 

minimum. That means no more cold showers for every 

wave you cross in a headwind. The relative dry ride 

results in more comfortable clothing, staying warm 

longer in cold conditions and contributes to the "safety 

first" line of thinking when the guys at ROW Generation 

developed these adventure machines. 
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When rowed as a single, the standard ROWing Unit is 

placed in the centre of the boat. When converting to 

double, the Single Unit is moved aft and the second, 

almost identical Double ROWing Unit, is mounted in a 

forward position. Just reverse the procedure to convert 

back to single again. 

 

The beauty of this arrangement is that the boat is 

always rowed in perfect balance.  

 

When you are tired of rowing by yourself there is space 

for the kids, some friends or your favourite pets to 

follow along. You can pack this boat for a picnic or even 

better, a rowing holiday. This is the most popular model 

for family use. 

 

Specification 

 Length - 4,69 m 

 Beam, Hull - 1,17 m 

 Beam, With Riggers - 1,67 m with riggers 

 Weight, Total - 39 kg (can vairy) 

 Load capacity – up to 3 persons 

 Buoyancy – Air filled floatation tanks in bow 

and stern. 

 

Designed as a simple and minimalistic sliding seat 

recreational row boat for single and/or double rowing in 

protected water. The ROW eXplorer is seaworthy, 

quick, stable and easy to handle with space for 

passengers, dogs or equipment for a rowing adventure. 

Floatation is provided by two watertight compartments 

with Kayak Sport hatches in the bow and stern. 

 

The ROW eXplorer 4.6 is always delivered ready to row 

as single and can be upgraded for double rowing at any 

time.  

 

The rowing part of the boat is consists of a complete 

drop-in unit that forms part of the construction of the 

boat. This basic ROWing Unit is a monorail sliding seat 

unit with integrated riggers and sculling gates and is 

most often ordered as a package that includes a pair of 

the standard ROW carbon fibre composite sculls. 

 

Upgrading to a double is simply done by adding an 

eXplorer Upgrade Kit containing an additional ROWing 

Unit and an extra pair of sculls. Switching between 

single and double rowing mode is a simple operation 

and requires only minutes. 

 

ROW eXplorer 4.6 
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ROW Scull 

Perfect for exercise and fun in bumpy conditions but 

also suitable for touring. Everyone should try a coastal 

adventure or a rowing holiday trip sometime. (The staff 

at ROW Generation often use these boats for the most 

amazing rowing holidays). 

 

You can pack for your rowing trip in the 110 liter 

watertight stowage bin under the foredeck. For longer 

excursions you can add a couple of drybags that 

normally fits perfect into the foot-well. It is possible to 

take one or two passengers along on a calm day. This 

is a boat that encourage and challenge the rower to 

extend rowing adventures to a next level, further along 

the coast or onto unprotected waters.   

 

Specification 

 Length - 4,68 m 

 Beam, Hull - 1,18 m 

 Beam, With Riggers - 1,64 m with riggers 

 Weight, Total - 52 kg (can vary) 

 Load capacity - 1 person + 80 kg 

 Buoyancy – Double hull and 110 liter cargo 

space 

 

This is the boat of your choice in case you want to play 

on the waves, do shorter coastal rowing tours or just for 

exercising in almost any weather condition. 

 

The “ROW Scull” is a modern recreational sliding seat 

row boat with classic lines. The timeless design shows 

a lot of influence from the Whitehall style row boats and 

you will notice some inspiration from the rowing boats 

used for surf lifesaving competitions.  

 

The full deck and the foot well is self-draining. There 

are scuppers on deck to get rid of spray and for those 

extreme bumpy days a decent one-way bailer get rid of 

the water in the foot well. Because of the full deck the 

ROW Scull is less prone to windage when compared to 

the open hull design of the ROW eXplorer.  

 

For ease of transportation and storage, the riggers can 

be folded by just removing a split pin. 

 

Fast, safe and seaworthy, the ROW Scull suits many 

interests. It is perfectly at home on the waves in the bay 

or on the flat water of the lake. 
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ROW VagaBond 4.7 

To further improve safety, the floatation of the boat is 

split up between three massive and separate 

waterproof compartments, all with large airtight Kayak 

Sport hatches. These compartments are basically 

floatation chambers but are even used for stowage. 

The loading capacity is outstanding.  Generously 

adequate for everything you might need on long and 

self-sustained coastal expeditions. The largest forward 

compartment has a volume of over 600 liters and 

should be used for lighter and bulkier items. The 

storage space under the cockpit is generally used for 

heavy items and water containers and keeps the weight 

down low and centered. This even acts as ballast.  

 

At the aft end of the cockpit the bulkhead mounted 

compass is standard equipment. Around the cockpit 

sides you find a variety of stowage nets and mesh 

bags. Perfect for keeping small items at bay and loose 

clothing from blowing away. 

 

Specification 

 Length - 4,71 m 

 Beam, Hull - 1,17 m 

 Beam, With Riggers - 1,67 m with riggers 

 Weight, Total - 56 kg (can vary) 

 Load capacity - 1 person + 100 kg 

 Buoyancy - 800 liter in 3 watertight 

compartments + self-bailing cockpit 

Some of our customers use their VagaBonds daily for 

all year round for exercise. Others have rowed from 

Hamburg to Istanbul. From Sweden to Russia, round 

Svalbard, from Stockholm to Helsinki, you name it!  And 

then there are even boats in the Amazon.  

 

The ROW VagaBond 4.7 is an expedition boat but 

equally well suited for a regular "all-weather" rowing 

workout and daily exercising as for coastal rowing 

adventures and expeditions. An extreme seaworthy 

rowing boat for an active outdoor life. Adapted for a 

safe and dry rowing experience even in choppy seas.  

 

During the process of creating a safe and secure 

coastal expedition boat the volume of the cockpit had 

been limited so that the boat can be rowed with 

adequate stability even when water-filled. In the highly 

unlikely case of getting swamped the ROW VagaBond 

4.7 is 100% self-bailing. For added safety there are two 

different systems to bail the cockpit and footwell.  

 

The cockpit floor is above the waterline and a gravity 

enabled drainage system flushes the cockpit even 

when the boat is in a passive state. The footwell is 

located below the waterline and is drained by a suction 

bailer. 
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What innovations and design characteristics 

makes it different from other coastal boats? 

 

Being a family run business ROW Generation have the 

possibility to get changes and modifications done with 

limited effort. They spend time on the water and use 

their boats actively. Always in an on-going process of 

improving and optimising their products. 

 

All the boats are built in a hand laid up GRP. Durable 

and easy to repair in the case of an accident. The keel 

and hull is protected by a custom made aluminium 

profile. This keel band stretches the entire length of the 

keel and bow and is integrated to the hull with a 

moulded in groove cast into the keel.  

 

Watertight Kayak Sport hatches are mounted in the 

flotation tanks and stowage areas. 

 

All boats have a hole in the bow. Placed in a perfect 

position for towing this hole is even suitable for mooring 

or tying up. It also works perfectly for locking the boat 

with a 6,5 meter anti-theft wire. (Accessory) 

 

The combination of a perfect sheer and double - 

flanges on the freeboard keep spray and splashes to a 

minimum - no more cold showers for every wave you 

have to cross in a headwind. A relative dry ride results 

in more comfortable clothing, staying warm longer in 

cold conditions and contributes to the "safety first" line 

of thinking. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Recreational rowing opens up more possibilities thanks to the 

storage, designed to be more stable for a comfortable row. 

 

 

 

The boats are light enough to be transported with ease 

on the roof of a regular passenger car with roof racks. 

The launching is simple and can easily be done by 

tipping it over the side of a dock, with a canoe trolley 

from the beach or slipway or with a custom-built 

aluminium launcher.  

 

The integrated full length aluminium keel list makes life 

a lot easier and protects the hull during these 

operations and eventual groundings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Who is the target audience for the boat(s)? 

 

The boats are aimed at serious rowers in the recreation 

market. A lot of our customers are Master rowers who 

often have more time on their hands and are tired of 

rowing up and down the same stretch of water. Some 

others have never even touched an oar in their life but 

would like to do so in a stable boat. The safety and 

seaworthiness of these boats combined with the 

extremely good rowing performance and the possibility 

to choose the model that fits your personal ambitions 

opens new horizons and opportunities.  

 

After a closer study of the boats you soon realise that 

beautiful sheer and double flanges in the freeboard is 

not only for looks, it makes the boat very dry in almost 

any seaway. The low freeboard where the riggers are 

situated is a very important feature on this type of boat. 

It positions the riggers and oars close to the water and 

gives a natural and almost perfect rowing position. All 

the boats are set up in the same way as a normal racing 

or coastal scull and rowed with basically the same 

technique. 

 

The length of the hull is also important. Long enough to 

glide smoothly even after the stroke but short enough 

to fit between the choppy short waves that occurs 

around coasts. A longer hull would give you more 

speed but this hull just slides over the waves and not 

into the waves. The result is a fantastic dry and stable 

ride. For hours. What you lose in speed you definitely 

gain in comfort. 

 

This unusually dry ride complimented by the self-

draining deck and footwell in some models provides a 

safe boat that can be used in almost any weather 

condition. This results into more rowing days plus a 

much longer rowing season. (Our boats are used all 

year round in Scandinavia where only frozen seas 

prevents rowing) 

 

“Bad weather is no excuses for a missed training 

opportunity” 
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Is there a minimum age / height? 

 

The boats are purely recreational and is perfectly 

suitable for the whole family to use. Our own kids and 

their friends have had fun and learned the basics of 

rowing and generally how to behave in on the water 

while playing in the boats. 

 

Out oldest customer started rowing when he bought his 

ROW Scull at the age of 87 and is still rowing frequently 

at the healthy age of 92. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Where do you see the future of coastal rowing? 

 

More people than ever before start to realise the 

advantages and dynamics of exercising with a sliding 

seat row boat. A lot of people are not into the speed or 

competition and a stable and seaworthy boat gives 

even a beginner the opportunity to concentrate on 

rowing instead of balancing. Recreational rowing and 

especially coastal touring is here to stay!  

 

We believe that the demand for coastal adventures and 

expeditions are going to keep on growing. Some of the 

more extensive expeditions can in some ways be as 

demanding as an ocean row but should also be much 

more fun. On a coastal trip you end up meeting people, 

the environment is forever changing, you see and 

discover new places and you can cope with physical 

and mental demands in another way. You can also split 

a rowing expedition in several phases that can be 

rowed at different occasions. A perfect solution if you 

haven’t months of free time.   

 

Interesting when you start comparing: In total, are there 

fewer people who have rowed the 2 300 km around the 

Swedish coast than to the amount of people rowing an 

ocean on any given day! And then there are the costs 

for ocean rowing….! You can buy a fleet of coastal 

tourers or do coastal touring for years instead of that 

one time investment. 

 

Are there any competitions and/or events with 

these boats? 

 

We are aware that some of the owner groups has been 

running their own competitions. Often in the form of 

long-distance races along the coast or around islands. 

This is done very much like one-design racing in 

sailing. In this case all the boats are exactly similar and 

from the same supplier and everyone has the same 

chance and opportunity. 

 

I want to buy a boat. What does it come with as 

standard, and what optional extras do you offer? 

 

Al the boats are sold ready to row and almost always 

together with a pair of the standard sculls from ROW 

Generation. There is a wide range of additional 

equipment ranging from a selection of trolleys to a 

custom collection of rear-view mirrors. Just check our 

websites. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Distributor in the UK:  
 
The Row Boat 

Creeksea Nr, Burnham on Crouch Essex CM0 8PQ 

 

Tel: 01621 784446 or 07771 896 798 

Website: www.therowboat.co.uk 

 

Instagram: www.instagram.com/therowboat.co.uk 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/therowboat.co.uk 

 
Supplier in Stockholm, Sweden and rest of the 

World: 

 

ROW Generation AB 

Enköpingsvägen 3 

170 66 Solna, Sweden  

 

Tel: +46(0) 705 821 070 or +46 809 708 831 804  

Email: info@rowgeneration.se 

Website: www.rowgeneration.se 

 

Instagram: www.instagram.com/row_generation 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/ROWGeneration 

 

The Row 
Boat 
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THE MAYFLOWER ROW 

 

ULTRA-ENDURANCE INDOOR ROWING 

 

One Man 

3,150 miles 

On a Concept 2 Rowing Machine 
 

 

In just 47 days! 

 

Here’s my story… 

 



 

  

ISSUE #8 | INDOOR ROWING THE MAYFLOWER ROW 

►By Craig Chaulk  
Founder & Editor of The Wave – The Coastal & Offshore Rowing Magazine. 

 

     n May 18th, 2020 the first stroke was taken on a 

3,150 mile indoor rowing machine challenge... 

 

Have you ever rowed a marathon… or beyond?  

Ultra-endurance indoor rowing is an area of indoor 

rowing that doesn’t often get attempted. Opportunities 

such as the 100,000m (100km) challenge hosted by 

Concept2 this May 2021, and the Conquer The Cape 

725km challenge hosted by the Dorset Indoor Rowing 

Championships has helped people to taste this world 

of ultra-endurance.  

The recent lockdowns have provided the opportunity 

for some individuals to complete virtual challenges on 

rowing machines of ocean, and passage crossings 

whilst raising money for worthy causes in the process. 

In The Wave Rowing issue #3, we featured Row for the 

NHS, a virtual Atlantic row of 4,700km by Neal Marsh 

at his home in Littlehampton, UK. In Issue #4 we 

covered RowInAGarage – NorthWest Passage rower 

Phil Kite’s 2,000 mile (3219km’s) indoor row of the 

Northwest Passage – a route he will be rowing for real 

in 2022. 

On May 18th, 2020, Craig Chaulk, the editor and 

founder of The Wave Rowing took his first meters 

(pictured below) at 07:20 UK time… the start of a 3,150 

mile – 5,070 km – 5,070,000 meter row titled The 

Mayflower Row - completed in 47 days. Here is my 

story, and experience of performing an ultra-endurance 

indoor row in this case, the virtual Atlantic Ocean from 

Plymouth, UK to Plymouth, MA, USA.  

 

O 

A row with a purpose 

At the time, I was a member of sliding-seat coastal 

sculling club Mayflower Offshore Rowing Club based in 

Plymouth, UK; I first came up with the idea of doing a 

virtual Atlantic row in summer 2019, at a club wide level 

to coincide with the 2020 celebrations for the 400th 

anniversary of the historic pilgrim voyage on the ship 

Mayflower which sailed to from Plymouth, UK to 

establish the ‘New World’ colony of Plymouth, 

Massachusetts, USA with newfound liberty in 1620. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Craig Chaulk rowing in the Swift Racing C1X. © The Wave Rowing 

400 years later, in the mist of enforced lockdown due 

to the COVID-19 pandemic, liberty and hope had never 

felt greater in peacetime. With celebratory events 

affected, I decided that now was the time to undertake 

the challenge with the aim in completing the row in the 

66 days it took the ship. Fuelled with a passion for 

rowing, I knew that this row would require 

determination, dedication and present its own 

challenges – and something very few individuals have 

ever achieved. 

The intention of the row was to inspiring hope, liberty 

and to encourage an active lifestyle, whilst raising 

funds for the RNLI and raise awareness of the plight of 

Mayflower Offshore Rowing Club who are searching for 

a new home thanks to developers in the ever 

developing city of Plymouth, Devon, UK. This was also 

an opportunity to help inspire others to challenge 

themselves. To coincide with the challenge, my fiancé 

Ania organised challenges for the club members to 

keep them engaged and active during lockdown whilst 

also providing a little taster as to what I was going 

through. 
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My plan of action 

Ease into it. I did prior training before the row to prepare 

myself for it. I took part in Olderfleet Rowing Club virtual 

online races, as well as some longer stints on the 

Concept 2 rower. Having rowed two on-the-water 

marathons before, I had learnt lessons that air 

circulation and comfort are key. Fitness - the body really 

cannot prepare you for what is to come, adaption to the 

new routine, pressures on the body, metabolism 

changes could only be done as the row progressed – no 

different than an ocean rower having to adapt to life at 

sea with sea sickness, fatigue, the daily routine… 

The set-up 

As indoors. In the summer. A fan was going to be my 

best friend to help the air circulation to prevent blisters 

on the hands and feet. The fan was positioned at a 45 

degree angle to the machine in front of me blowing at 

the hands and feet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The set-up involved a fan blowing at 45 degrees to the front to create 

air flow to the hands and feet. Note: The seat cushion and feet set-up.  

Hands: This was simple, no gloves, loose grip as 

normal, wiggling on the recover to let the air flow 

through. However, the hooking motion is something that 

I still suffer from today, I have to warm up fingers on 

occasions due to the stiffness. 

 Feet: Rowing barefoot was 

intended, so I created a simple but 

effective footplate set-up. I used 

trainers turned up-side down with a 

hand towel wrapped around and 

tied together; this was then held in 

place with the Concept 2 foot straps 

– the heel also needed to be tied 

into place. 

This created an angle of about 40 degrees. The fan kept 

the air circulation over the feet, the feet kept warm by 

the rowing. Simple but effective and efficient during 

breaks. As a result of this challenge, I actually lost both 

of my big toenails about one month after completion due 

to the constant pressure on the feet - even when driving 

through the heels, the toes still suffered. 

Seat Pad: I knew the initial week or 

two on the machine would be 

uncomfortable as the 

backside/glutes accustomed to the 

effects of the long row. I tried 

various means; Phil Kite even 

suggested what he used. Everyone 

has their own preferences as 

everyone is unique.  

What worked for me? A duvet filler, cut into rectangles 

x4, interlocking each other with a microfiber towel folded 

on top. During breaks, I could take-off to air/dry ready 

for the next round. 

My Method  

To avoid being the neighbour from hell, rowing was to 

only be conducted between daily between 0700-2100 

with breaks in-between. I displayed a notice at the 

entrance of the building to make the residents aware 

and to enable them to follow the challenge. 

Sessions: At sea, Two hours on, Two hours off is 

normally performed in a 24 hour period. As I was limited 

on time, I had to condense a 24 hour day into 10 hours 

with sessions of two hours on, one hour off: 07:00-0900, 

10:00-12:00, 13:00-15:00, 16:00-18:00; I would then 

introduce session 19:00-21:00 at around the half-way 

point once muscles and body used to the onslaught. 

I used 15 minute targets to help with engagement and 

focus. Splits at around 2:15 and a stroke rate per minute 

at around 20-24. Thursday and Sunday’s were 

“recovery” days where I throttled back on the power to 

help the body “recover”. 

I saw the row in quarters: 

¼ = Adapting to the routine and my body adjusting to 

the row still fuelled by the adrenaline of beginning the 

challenge. 

¼ - ½ = The most mentally challenging part. Body 

aches, pains, knowing you’re not even half-way 

through. Throttling up to increase the distance rowed 

per day. 

½ - ¾ = Use the adrenaline in knowing the metres to 

row are less than the metres rowed. Push the throttle 

further to increase the distance rowed per day. Break 

lengths decreased to use metabolism. 

¾ - End = The big push. The end is in sight, power-up, 

and get the distance-in as much as possible to the 

finish. 

On the next page you will find a plotter graph for you to 

visualise trend of the metres rowed per day, you can 

see how much conditions (temperature/humidity) 

influence upon ones performance. 
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Above: The metres rowed per day over the whole 47 days. Day 34 

signifies the most metres rowed in a single day. You can see how 

much conditions (temperature/humidity) influence upon ones 

performance. © The Wave Rowing 

Bring it on! 

The first 7 days – Adapting to the challenge: I weighed 

79.5 kgs and rowed 105,961 metres on my first day; I 

knew this would be the case as adrenaline would play a 

part, but it has to be kept under control to avoid blow-

out. For the next few days, I throttled back to a daily 

target of 85,000 metres to get my body adapted to this 

new routine. After 7 days I had clocked up 57 hours of 

rowing with a distance of 637,379 metres (396.05 

miles). I started to have a niggling left knee muscle 

which then caused a blister and backside pain resulting 

from the discomfort. I was completing over two 

marathons a day at this point. 

Days 8-14 turning on the heat: I always wanted to start 

a new week with a bang where possible as a mentality 

booster. The knee wasn’t as bad on day 8 where I rowed 

only 94,665 metres in 8 hours. Day 11 saw me break 

the first million metres. The summer was kicking in with 

some very hot and humid days which does influence 

your performance… more on that later. I added an 

additional hour 18:00-19:00 resulting in an average of 

92,000-100,000 metres per day. This was to prepare 

me for what was now to come. I had now completed ¼ 

of the row having rowed 1,329,548 metres (826.14 

miles) in 14 days, now weighing in at 79.8 kgs. 

Days 15-21: The week started with me rowing 123,353 

metres in only 10 hours on the 1st June - the day Neal 

Marsh completed his Row for the NHS virtual Atlantic 

row. This was the hottest day of the row so far at 24oC 

in the room – hydration was very important! 

Day 16 was over 25oC but it was the humidity that was 

the problem, it felt like rowing through syrup. It is hard 

to get into a rhythm but still managed 108,299 metres. 

On day 18th, I started to suffer from fingers and 

knuckles feeling stiff from the ‘hooking’ of the handle , 

due to the heat I was also struggling to get a good 

night’s sleep. This is the point in the row where it really 

becomes a mental challenge. At night, my body was 

now experiencing twitching from muscle spasms as I 

tried to sleep – this would go on for hours, then 

eventually all night! Distance rowed in 21 days: 

2,099,742 metres (1,304.72 miles); Weight: 77.7kgs. 

 

 

Do you remember the Row to the Moon challenge? 

Rowing bodies from Rowing Australia, Rowing New 

Zealand, Rowing Canada and British Rowing came 

together for an event titled ‘Row To The Moon 

challenge’ where each nation had to compete to Row 

To The Moon in 10 days, this also had a leader board – 

could I help get Great Britain on the top of that list?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

As I was only early in my challenge, I still managed to 

clock-up 953,155m ranking 1st – that was even without 

inputting my metres on the last day which would have 

made it 1,046,982m. 

Days 22-28: The first day started with 121,469 metres 

rowed in 10 hours with the last session of the day hitting 

splits of 1.34/500m at one point to blow off some steam 

as I was getting informed by my rowing club that they 

were having difficulties trying to establish a charity 

account, on top of other world issues influencing my 

row’s publicity (more on that later). 

Day 25 saw me pass the halfway point having rowed 

2,548,933 metres (1,584 miles) in just 25 days. By day 

28, my muscles (quad) were really starting to ache. 

Distance rowed 2,740,317 metres; Weight: 79 kgs. 

Days 29-35: I was needing to be cautious at the start of 

the week due to my muscles and spent every break 

rolling on a foam roller to massage them. I also had a 

radio interview with the BBC to help promote the row 

and coastal rowing. This was the week where the 

humidity went through the roof – to create a positive 

mental attitude toward a negative, I liked to call it sweat-

fest as the room’s humidity hit 95% and room 

temperature reaching 26oC! This resulted in my breaks 

effectively becoming just 30 minutes of actual rest 

before jumping back on again as after rowing sorting out 

the seat and foot set-up to dry, then replace to start 

again, admin, replenish and refresh. 
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Day 33 saw me smash out three marathons in a day for 

the first time by rowing a distance of 128,365 metres 

(79.76 miles)… this then raised a questions: could I row 

further than the Mayflower ship managed to sail at its 

best in one day – 83 miles? Challenge accepted. 

Day 34 135,432 metres (84.15 miles) rowed (3.21 

marathons in a day!) and the most of the whole row - at 

this distance, it would be the equivalent of Mount 

Everest, stacked on top of each other - 15.30 times! 

Day 34: Could I row further than the Mayflower Ship 

sailed at its best in one day? 83 Miles was the target. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I managed 135,423 metres = 84.15 miles in 10 hours! 

Fun facts based on Day 34's distance: 

 That's 3.21 marathons in a single day 

 You could stack Mount Everest on top of itself 

15.30 times! 

 Or, the Eiffel Tower stacked 418 times! 

 Or, if you lined-up the Mayflower ship, you 

would need 4,042.18 ships! 

This day also crossed the less than 1,000 miles to go 

barrier. 

Day 35 at the end of the week saw me complete 

3,658,784 metres (2,273 miles) and weighing 76.5 kgs. 

Less than 900 miles to go! 

Days 36-42: After a few strong days, I throttled back to 

recover by only doing 111,351 metres on day 36; I also 

had to replace the batteries, and give the chain of the 

rowing machine a bit of WD40. 

Day 37 saw me hit the milestone with ¾ passed. The 

body was really feeling tired, the heat has a massive 

impact and drains you and with the added bad sleep due 

to the body twitching constantly. 

Day 38 was incredibly hot and really has an impact on 

you as you feel shattered as in your breaks you’re trying 

to prepare everything for the next session. 

Day 39 was the hardest day as the room was like a 

sauna – going light and steady made it manageable so 

used it as the “recovery” day by rowing 126,293 metres. 

Day 42 saw my brand-new Concept 2 logcard come 

with Code 43 = not recognising it! Luckily I have been 

taking screenshots and writing down as I go. Day 42 

saw me complete 4,480,354 metres to date; weight 76.1 

kgs. 

Days 43-47 (the finish!): The final week and the final 

push. I am now pushing the average daily metres rowed 

to 126,000+. 

Day 45 saw me complete 3,000 miles – the distance 

performed in the Talisker Whisky Atlantic Challenge and 

clocked up 134,522 metres in one day (83.59 miles).  

Day 46, I had to attend a training day where I worked so 

only managed 82,581 metres. 

Day 47; I announced a row-along-live on Facebook as I 

complete the last 1,000 metres of the challenge, and 

after 117,771 metres on the final day, this would result 

in an evening finish. After 3,150 miles; 5,070,000 

metres in 47 days, the final stroke was taken at 20:45 

UK local. A bottle of champagne… my first alcoholic 

drink in two months was popped open and bubbles 

fizzed up the nose. I had done it! 

Lessons learnt, and my advice for 

ultra-intense endurance indoor rowing 

Your mission – choose carefully: 

My mission was to row 3,150 miles to commemorate the 

400th anniversary of the pilgrim voyage in the 

Mayflower ship in 1620 in aid of the RNLI (Royal 

National Lifeboat Institute) and Mayflower Offshore 

Rowing Club. What could possibly go wrong? 

 

 

 

 

If you are going to row to celebrate or commemorate, 

choose carefully. My row was called The Mayflower 

ROW. During my row on May 25th, 2020, an American 

by the name of George Floyd was killed whilst being 

arrested in the USA, how did this impact my row? The 

movement of Black Lives Matters, and the uproar as a 

result. Whilst the Mayflower's passengers did not bring 

slaves on their voyage, or engage in a trade as they built 

the colony in Plymouth, MA; the journey did however 

take place at a time when ships were crossing the 

Atlantic to set up colonies in America that would 

become part of a transatlantic slavery operation. As a 

result, media and companies (including Concept 2) did 

not wish to share/promote my challenge incase it was 

seen as supporting slavery. I believe the events that 

unfolded seriously impacted on the fundraising due to 

the lack of promotion and awareness. Ironically, my row 

got more coverage in America than in my home country 

the UK! 
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Lessons learnt, and my advice for ultra-intense endurance 

indoor rowing (continued)… 

How humidity influences the machine 

Humidity – the air density of water molecules in the air 

certainly influenced the fan. This is something I 

discovered. 

Just like when rowing on the water, conditions change 

throughout the day and you have to make adjustments 

to make your rowing as efficient as possible. In my 

opinion, this is also true for the indoor rower. 

High humidity = more resistance = lower drag factor 

Low humidity = less resistance = increase the drag 

factor 

 

Ever had the machine running like a boat does 

flying on the water? 

That feeling you experience a boat running on the 

water, that effortless feel of flying along at speed is 

amazing. Well, I had this as well on the ergo. The ergo 

fan was spinning like crazy, it felt effortless and could 

keep it going for nearly two hours. This seemed to 

happen when the conditions (temperate and physically) 

were right, at stroke rate 26spm and cruising along at 

2:00/500m with no problem. These were great and 

enjoyable sessions, but doesn’t always happen even 

when you try to replicate as conditions change including 

your body! 

Calorie and fluid intake 

I was burning around 5,000-6,000 calories a day - 

according to the Concept2 logbook, I burnt 267,274 

calories in total! 

I found I had to eat a highly calorific meal during every 

break to replenish. Due to the condensed time patterns, 

my fiancé Ania was instrumental in preparing 

turnarounds – it was a team effort. The latter point of the 

challenge so me basically only having 20 minutes to eat 

and drink; as I needed to record the session completed, 

due to the heat I needed to dry the seat set-up with the 

fan, sort the foot set-up ready for the next session, 

refresh.  

 

My metabolism by this point handled this so was ok and 

is something I found could only be trained during the 

row rather than prior. My metabolism had time to build 

itself up in this crazy routine. 

Hot days resulted in two-three bottles of water per two 

hour session. You don’t want to drink too much that you 

need to pee every few minutes, but then you don’t want 

to become de-hydrated. Cold water made a big 

difference in trying to keep the body temperature down, 

I never poured a bottle of water over myself… that’s 

chaffing and blister territory! 

Comfort 

Avoid any shorts that have seams, over time due to your 

motion, it will chaff at you and become sore. I avoided 

this prior to the row by having carefully chosen shorts. 

Reduce moisture accumulation where possible, 

otherwise this will result in sores and potential blisters. 

Good air flow is required. 

I rowed shoeless based on the set-up previously 

mentioned. The benefit of this means that I was 

strapless which also helps with your technique and 

posture when rowing. 

The seat: this is personal preference, I found what 

worked for me, and you need to find what works for you. 

There are Gel Pads, foam pads and more on the 

market. Maybe for a marathon row these are great but 

if planning to go ultra-intense distances, then you need 

to find what you feel is comfortably – that means 

experimenting and tailoring to you. 

If humidity or heat may be an issue, get a fan. 

 

 

 
Pictured below:  

Left = The set-up with a drinks stand. As bending down can cause a 

loss of rhythm; Therefore, I placed drinks and snacks on the red stand 

for me to grab quickly on the go! Comfort and convenience is 

important as the smallest thing can balloon in creating a negative 

mental attitude. © The Wave Rowing. 
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My Tips for endurance indoor rowing: 

 Comfort is most important as this will influence your 

performance physically but most importantly 

mentally as the smallest thing is escalated. For 

example: A message of support or donation 

provides a massive positive mentality boost, 

whereas discomfort or other negative factors make 

you lose focus and you cannot relax, if rowing 

awkwardly this could result in injuries including 

sores and blisters. 

 

 Air flow will help keep moisture levels down which 

can help reduce the chance of getting blisters 

and/or rubbing. I had a fan blowing at me as rowing 

indoor. Don't have the fan blowing at your face as it 

will dry your mouth out and prompt you to drink 

more unnecessarily. 

 

 Avoid clothing with seams on the back side, could 

crease, or that have inside netting in shorts. 

Otherwise you'll get sores from chaffing. Luckily, I 

had some non-padded cycling shorts which had no 

seams and use these when coastal rowing. 

 

 Create a map so people can visually see progress 

if present or following on social media, this is also a 

massive mental booster for you as well. This also 

hits home to others just what you are doing, this 

may prompt messages of support and donations 

which both provide a massive mental boost. 

 

 Positive and motivating music. I used 90’s 

Eurodance as it was uplifting but moods change in 

the row so variety is important. Choose whatever 

motivates you and picks you up - sometimes a song 

you haven't heard in years picks you up. On my 

daily summary, I listed the most energising song of 

the day. 

 

 Contact as many media outlets as possible to help 

spread the word on your campaign. Make it visual 

and engaging. 

 

 Make sure you service the rowing machine prior to 

the row, continue to give it a good check over at the 

start of the day, spray WD40 on the chain and 

mechanisms to keep it running smoothly. 

 

 Remember, it’s a mentality challenge than physical. 

One could be physically strong, however, this 

doesn’t mean that they have the mental capabilities 

and determination to go the distance. Target’s and 

strategy helps to keep you focused. 

 

 Don’t force yourself; you’ll have good days/sessions 

and bad days/session, take advantage when it feels 

good as it will counteract the bad ones. 

Closing 

To finally complete a challenge and that sense of 

accomplishment is an amazing feeling that is hard to 

replicate. It's not the same feeling as when you win a 

race, the feeling you get when you complete an ultra-

endurance challenge is an accomplishment, the end of 

a journey and something that you probably will not do 

again. This challenge became my life for 47 days, I had 

a routine, my body had become adapted to this strange 

world - my new normal. During the last day, I actually 

felt sad that it was coming to an end – I was enjoying 

this and was going to miss it! I look back now one year 

on from the challenge, I still can’t believe I did it. I had 

the opportunity, I took it, and turned a negative Covid-

19 lockdown situation into a positive whilst trying to 

raise money for charity and raise awareness of coastal 

rowing. 

Post-challenge effects on my body included: Stiffness of 

the fingers due to the hooking motion of the hands on 

the handle, I still occasionally suffer from this today. 

Loss of both big toenails due to the pressure on the feet 

even when driving through the heels. Muscles in my 

legs, there's certain muscles that aren't used and 

became depleted, when I went for a walk up a hill only 

a few days after the row, I struggled due muscle loss. It 

took about a week for the body to stop twitching at night. 

This challenge would not have been possible without 

teamwork. Ania – she had to accommodate and put-up 

with my craziness, she was invaluable to making it a 

success with her support, assistance and cooking. My 

family and friends for all their support, but most 

importantly YOU, the followers, the supporters, and all 

those who donated to help me raise over £1,000 for the 

RNLI, and sent their messages of support. It is amazing 

how these messages raise your moral and mental 

attitude during a challenge. Thank you. 

This row may well have set a record for the longest ultra-

endurance row on a rowing machine in a condensed 

period - that's for Concept2 to recognise and I have the 

screenshots to prove it. I’m not an Olympian – I never 

will be, I’m might not even be the best rower; but I have 

done something very few people have ever done. I 

pushed myself to my mental and physical abilities by 

completing a challenge to row the Atlantic Ocean on an 

Indoor Rowing Machine of 3,150 miles in only 47 days. 

I accomplished the challenge and learnt a lot along the 

way about myself.  It has opened doors to new 

opportunities, people ask me for endurance rowing 

advice, some ocean rowers have even said that this 

challenge was probably harder than rowing the Atlantic 

for real! 

When someone asks you what you did in lockdown, 

what will your answer be?  I’ll have an incredible, unique 

story of achievement to share, and hope that by 

performing this challenge bought some positivity to 

those that followed my progress during uncertain times. 

No medal, no trophy, just great memories. 

Would I do this again? Yes… on the water for real. 
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ISSUE #8 | FOR SALE FOR SALE 

Type: 

 

COASTAL FOURS SWEEP (C4+) 

 

Current Location:  

Poplar, Blackwall, & District Rowing Club (PBDRC), London, UK 

 

Built by:  Browns Rowing Boats, Durham, UK. 

 

Year:   ~1990’s 

 

Material: Wood with fibreglass hull. 

 

Reason for Sale and other information: 

 

Space required for new boats.  

She has always been stored in the boathouse and regularly maintained. 

 

Price (GBP):  £1,650 or nearest offer. 

 

Contact:  Penny Chuter on behalf of PBDRC     

Email: penny.chuter@gmail.com 

 

FOR SALE 

Are you looking to sell your Coastal, Offshore or Ocean boat? List it here in The Wave Rowing 

Email: rowing@thewaverowing.com 

mailto:penny.chuter@gmail.com?subject=Boat%20for%20sale%20via%20The%20Wave%20Rowing
mailto:rowing@thewaverowing.com?subject=Sell%20my%20boat!


 

Subscribe to our mailing list to receive your free rowing e-magazine upon its release: 

www.thewaverowing.com 

Send us your stories, to be featured, advertisement or any other questions: 

 rowing@thewaverowing.com 

@thewaverowing 

@thewaverowing 

@thewaverowing 

#thewaverowing 

 
The views expressed by the individual contributor are not necessarily those of The Wave - The Coastal & Offshore Rowing Magazine. Though the magazine will approach brands, partners and clubs about their product in 

providing you content, equally the inclusion of advertisements or link in this magazine and page does not constitute endorsement of the products, services or entities concern by The Wave - The Coastal & Offshore Rowing 

Magazine. The Wave - The Coastal & Offshore Rowing Magazine is not able to recommend any product or sale, guarantee that it is free of any banned substance or take any responsibility for any claims of effectiveness or 

sales conducted. 

 

The Wave - The Coastal & Offshore Rowing Magazine is not affiliated with or endorsed by British Rowing Ltd or its representative associations; this magazine is purely to help promote, highlight, publicise and help in any way 

it can in bringing attention to the coastal, offshore, and ocean rowing activities, its clubs, community and charities in supporting them. This is a not-for-profit magazine, money will go back into the sport and its promotion. 

 

All images that appear in the publication and on its social media channels and website are copyright their respective owners and The Wave - The Coastal & Offshore Rowing Magazine of claims no credit for them unless 

otherwise noted. If you own the rights to any of the images and do not wish them to appear on the site please contact us rowing@thewaverowing.com with a screenshot and they will be promptly removed. External websites 

are used at your own risk. 

 

© Copyright 2021. Published by The Wave - The Coastal & Offshore Rowing Magazine. All rights reserved. 

No part of the publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any other form by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, and recording or otherwise including its logo without written 

permission of The Wave - The Coastal & Offshore Rowing Magazine.  

Issue #5 V1 

The Wave – The Coastal & Offshore Rowing Magazine 

rowing@thewaverowing.com www.thewaverowing.com 

Editor, creator, formatting Craig Chaulk; Advertisement liaison and assistance: Ania Wieczorek 

A special thank you to all those that have contributed content for this issue. I hope you all enjoy this issue, and may there be many more. 

Front cover: © Photo: Safeena Allison  

 

Thank you for reading this issue and we hope you enjoyed it 

Please share and also let us know your opinions. 
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